Introduction {#s01}
============

Membrane trafficking pathways mediate many aspects of cellular physiology, including endocytosis, transport of cargo, regulation of metabolism, signaling, and immunity and, therefore, are often targeted and subverted by intracellular pathogens ([@bib77]; [@bib2]). Among them, the human parasite *Toxoplasma gondii* exploits host endocytic and secretory trafficking pathways that transport lipids contributing to parasite development ([@bib20]; [@bib72]).

Bypassing the phagocytic pathway, *Toxoplasma* actively invades mammalian cells, creating a membrane-bound compartment, the parasitophorous vacuole (PV). The PV resists fusion with the host degradative endolysosomal system ([@bib16]), thereby protecting the parasite from host cytolytic factors. The unique biochemical properties of the PV result from the modification of the PV membrane (PVM) and lumen by proteins and lipids secreted by *Toxoplasma* ([@bib85]; [@bib16]; [@bib37]). Further modifications include the creation of proteinaceous pores inserted within the PVM, which allow the passage of small solutes ([@bib84]; [@bib34]), and the presence of membranous tubules that form an intravacuolar network (IVN; [@bib86]). Secreted by the parasite into the PV, the IVN is stabilized by two tubulogenic proteins, TgGRA2 and TgGRA6 ([@bib55]; [@bib13]; [@bib93]), and further expanded with host lipids salvaged by the parasite ([@bib11]).

*Toxoplasma* modifies its host cell as it alters signaling pathways (e.g., STAT) by secreting effectors that modulate pathway components, activate transcription factors, and induce small noncoding RNAs ([@bib37]) and, despite the nonfusogenic nature of its PV, it reorganizes many host structures/organelles. For example, the microtubule-organizing center relocalizes to the PV, which is then encased by microtubules ([@bib53]; [@bib20]; [@bib71]; [@bib98]), the ER and mitochondria attach to the PV ([@bib24]; [@bib52]; [@bib88]; [@bib63]), with the latter interaction mediated by the parasite effector MAF1 ([@bib64]), and endocytic organelles and the Golgi concentration around the PV, where the Golgi fragments into ministacks ([@bib20]; [@bib72]). The parasite is auxotrophic for many metabolites ([@bib8]; [@bib17]), and its intracellular survival depends on its ability to retrieve nutrients from the host cell. In fact, the parasite scavenges cholesterol from host endolysosomes by internalizing these structures into the PV ([@bib20]). The parasite also salvages sphingolipids from the host Golgi ([@bib23]; [@bib72]) by sequestering Golgi-derived Rab GTPases (Rab14, Rab30, and Rab43) into the PV. Expression of dominant-negative Rab14 and Rab43 results in reduced host-derived sphingolipids in the PV ([@bib72]), highlighting the physiological relevance of the cooption of host Rab vesicular trafficking pathways by *Toxoplasma*, in part for access to nutrients.

Because host endolysosomes and Rab vesicles are sequestered within the PV as intact structures, this raises perplexing questions of how these structures are internalized into the PV without fusion with the PVM and how they are processed in the PV to release their content. In this study, we followed different host Rabs to pinpoint the host trafficking pathways intercepted by the PV, and we used host GFP-Rab proteins to probe the role of parasite proteins associated with the IVN in host vesicle internalization and processing.

Results {#s02}
=======

*Toxoplasma* intercepts multiple intracellular trafficking pathways in the host cell {#s03}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*Toxoplasma* scavenges host lipids from endolysosomes ([@bib20]) and Golgi-derived vesicles ([@bib72]), effectively diverting host intracellular trafficking pathways. To pinpoint areas of interception between the PV and host trafficking circuits, we monitored the distribution of host Rab GTPases in infected cells, as these proteins are involved in the transport and fusion of vesicles from distinct trafficking pathways. To exclusively track the movement of host (not parasite) Rab vesicles in infected cells, we ectopically expressed GFP-tagged Rab constructs in mammalian cells and then infected with *Toxoplasma*. The localization of the GFP-Rab proteins in infected cells was monitored by fluorescence microscopy by collecting a series of optical z-sections throughout the PV.

We investigated the localization of several Rab proteins involved in the exocytic, retrograde, recycling, endocytic, and autophagosomal pathways ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} and Fig. S1). GFP-Rab foci were observed within the PV for each Rab construct but with some selectivity. The percentage of the PV population with intra-PV foci varied among Rabs, as more than 80% of PVs contained Rabs involved in vesicle trafficking from endosomes to the plasma membrane (Rab4A, Rab11A, and Rab11B), from the ER to the Golgi (Rab1A), from the Golgi to the plasma membrane (Rab10, Rab14), and in the autophagosomal pathway (Rab24). Rabs involved in retrograde trafficking (Rab6A and Rab9A) were detected in the PV the least. Furthermore, the attribute of the intra-PV GFP-Rab foci varied. Many bright intra-PV foci were observed for Rab1A, Rab10, Rab11A, Rab11B, and Rab24 ([Figs. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and S1), whereas fewer bright intra-PV Rab2A, Rab4A, Rab5A, and Rab7A foci were detected. Typically, only a few faint foci were observed for Rab6A and Rab9A (Fig. S1). These findings reveal the remarkable ability of *Toxoplasma* to reroute many host trafficking pathways to its PV to sequester specific Rab-derived vesicles or fragments within the lumen.

###### Host GFP-Rab internalized by the PV of *Toxoplasma* and *N. caninum*

  **GFP-Rab GTPase**   **Site of action (references)**                                                                               **Percentage of PVs with internalized GFP-Rab**   
  -------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------- -----
  Rab1A                ER--Golgi (anterograde); intra-Golgi; IC-PM ([@bib65]; [@bib92]; [@bib58]; [@bib78])                          95%                                               33%
  Rab2A                ER--Golgi (retrograde; [@bib92]; [@bib91]; [@bib90])                                                          67%                                               nd
  Rab4A                EE-PM (fast; [@bib95]; [@bib21]; [@bib97]; [@bib51])                                                          83%                                               nd
  Rab5A                PM-EE (EE formation; [@bib35]; [@bib9]; [@bib89])                                                             67%                                               nd
  Rab6A                ER--Golgi; intra-Golgi; EE-TGN ([@bib50]; [@bib33]; [@bib100]; [@bib49])                                      46%                                               nd
  Rab7A                EE-LE (EE maturation); LE-lysosome ([@bib32]; [@bib56]; [@bib96]; [@bib66])                                   62%                                               22%
  Rab9A                LE-TGN ([@bib48]; [@bib70])                                                                                   58%                                               nd
  Rab10                Vesicles to PM; ER structure/dynamics ([@bib3]; [@bib79], [@bib80]; [@bib83]; [@bib99]; [@bib14]; [@bib31])   90%                                               nd
  Rab11A               RE-PM (slow); EE-TGN; TGN-PM; cytokinesis ([@bib94]; [@bib15]; [@bib69]; [@bib101]; [@bib38]; [@bib103])      89%                                               31%
  Rab11B               RE-PM (slow); EE-TGN; TGN-PM ([@bib82]; [@bib87]; [@bib10])                                                   100%                                              38%
  Rab14                TGN-endosomes; TGN-apical PM ([@bib40]; [@bib44])                                                             94%                                               29%
  Rab24                Autophagosome maturation/clearance; cell division ([@bib59]; [@bib57]; [@bib104])                             91%                                               31%
  Rab30                Golgi morphology ([@bib43])                                                                                   75%                                               21%
  Rab43                ER--Golgi ([@bib36]; [@bib22])                                                                                68%                                               2%

HeLa cells were transiently transfected with GFP-Rab constructs and then infected with *Toxoplasma* or *N. caninum* for 24--32 h. The percentage of PVs with intravacuolar foci was determined as described in Materials and methods. Number of PVs: 19--28. EE, early endosome; IC, intermediate compartment; LE, late endosome; nd, not determined; PM, plasma membrane; RE, recycling endosome.

![**Analysis of host Rab11 and Rab1A foci in the PV.** (A) VERO cells expressing GFP-Rab11A (green) were infected with parasites for 24 h and immunostained for Rab11 (red) and TgGRA7 (blue). To measure the level of colocalization, a positive product of the difference of the means (PDM; yellow) was calculated for uninfected and infected cells with PCC and MOC for the GFP and Rab11 channels. (B) VERO cells infected with RFP expressing parasites for 24 h (RFP-RH; red) were immunostained for Rab11 (green) and TgGRA7 (blue). (C) HeLa cells expressing GFP-Rab1A, the GTP-locked mutant Q70L, or the GDP-locked mutant S25N (green) were infected with RFP-RH for 24 h (16 parasites/PV) and immunostained for TgGRA7 (blue). (D) An uninfected, GFP-Rab1A expressing HeLa cell shows Rab1A in the ER--Golgi. (E) Percentage of PVs containing intra-PV GFP-Rab1A foci for one representative experiment. For all images, individual z-slices are shown; the boxed region is magnified in the orthogonal views, highlighting the PV (arrows). Bars: 6 μm; (orthogonal views) 1.7 μm.](JCB_201701108_Fig1){#fig1}

We extended these studies to the pathogen *Neospora caninum*, an apicomplexan parasite closely related to *Toxoplasma* with whom it shares many intracellular features, including the recruitment of host organelles at the PV ([@bib60]). By tracking the distribution of host GFP-Rab proteins in *N. caninum*--infected cells, we also observed Rab proteins in the PV of *N. caninum*; however, fewer *N. caninum* PVs contained Rab foci compared with *Toxoplasma* ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). This observation highlights the similar properties of *Toxoplasma* and *N. caninum* PVs, as the two parasites are proficient in hijacking several host cellular trafficking pathways.

Next, we monitored the temporal distribution of host GFP-Rab1A in *Toxoplasma*-infected cells (Fig. S2 A). By the time the parasite underwent its first round of replication (∼8 h after infection), host GFP-Rab1A partially surrounded the PV, and this perivacuolar association was maintained throughout infection. In some PVs with two parasites, we detected intra-PV GFP-Rab1A foci squeezed between the parasites. As the number of parasites within the PV increased, we observed a greater number of GFP-Rab1A foci in the PV (Fig. S2 A). In PVs with 8 to 16 parasites, there were often multiple, bright GFP-Rab1A foci, localized predominantly in the middle of the PV, near the basal end of the parasites, which are arranged in a rosette structure.

To ensure that the intra-PV foci represent host GFP-Rab proteins and not GFP alone, we confirmed the intra-PV localization of Rab proteins using immunofluorescence assays (IFAs) and anti-Rab antibodies. We generated a VERO cell line stably expressing GFP-Rab11A, infected with parasites, and probed with antibodies against Rab11. In uninfected cells, the localization of the GFP and Rab11 signals strongly correlated with a Pearson's correlation coefficient (PCC) of 0.766 and Mander's overlap coefficients (MOC) of 0.973 and 0.81 for the GFP and Rab11 channels, respectively ([Fig. 1 A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The anti-Rab11 antibody cross-reacted with the parasite's Rab11 protein; however, by examining host GFP foci localized within the PV lumen, we detected foci that were costained for both GFP and Rab11 with a PCC of 0.66 and MOCs of 0.722 and 0.454 for the GFP and Rab11 channels, respectively; the lower MOC value in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} for the Rab11 channel was expected, as the antibodies also recognized the parasite's Rab11. Many GFP- and Rab11-positive foci accumulated in the middle of the PV ([Fig. 1 A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, positive product of the difference of the means), demonstrating unequivocally that the intra-PV host GFP foci retained Rab11.

To exclude any mislocalization of host Rab vesicles caused by the exogenous expression of GFP-Rab proteins, we performed IFA using anti--Rab11 antibodies to visualize Rab11 in HeLa cells infected for 24 h ([Fig. 1 B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). As in our transfection assays, we detected Rab11 foci within the PV lumen, establishing that the internalization was not artifactually induced by overexpression of Rab proteins. These data were further confirmed by monitoring by IFA the distribution of other endogenous organellar markers such as LIMP1/LAMP3/CD63 (LIMP), a protein of multivesicular bodies ([@bib46]), and lysobisphosphatidic acid, a unique lipid of multivesicular bodies ([@bib45]), for which a fluorescent signal was similarly apparent within the PV (Fig. S2, B and C).

To address the specificity of the PV for host membranes associated with the Rab family of small GTPases, we examined the distribution of the Ras family of small GTPases. In infected cells, we observed GFP-KRas4B predominantly on the host plasma membrane and to a lesser extent on intracellular vesicles. We did not detect GFP-KRas4B--containing structures within the PV (Fig. S2 D). Similar results were obtained for NRas, HRas, and KRas4A (not depicted).

Because Rab effector proteins regulate the transport and targeting of Rab vesicles to their target membranes, we examined the role of the Rab1 tethering factor p115/Uso1p in targeting Rab1 to the PV; p115/Uso1p binds specifically to GTP-bound Rab1 and participates in multiple stages of ER/Golgi transport ([@bib1]; [@bib58]; [@bib7]). In infected cells, the GFP-p115 signal partially surrounded the PV but was not detected inside the PV or on the PVM (Fig. S2 E), suggesting that p115 does not mediate the PV--Rab1 interaction. Furthermore, components of host trafficking pathways are not indiscriminately targeted by the parasite.

The GTP-bound form of host Rab proteins is predominantly observed within the PV {#s04}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In their GTP-bound form, Rab GTPases recruit specific sets of effector proteins onto membranes ([@bib106]). To determine whether the GTPase activity of Rab is required for PV internalization (i.e., whether the Rab foci observed in the PV lumen correspond to Rab vesicles and not Rab protein aggregates), we expressed Rab1A GTP-locked (Q70L) and Rab1A GDP-locked (S25N) mutants and compared their localization to WT Rab1A in infected cells ([Fig. 1 C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}); GFP-Rab1A localized to ER--Golgi compartments in uninfected cells ([Fig. 1 D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In WT and the GTP-locked mutant, we observed multiple, bright GFP-Rab1A foci inside the PV ([Fig. 1 C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). GFP-Rab1A foci were detected in 90% and 100% of PVs with either 8 or 16 parasites, respectively ([Fig. 1 E](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). GTP-locked GFP-Rab1A foci were observed in all PVs (8 and 16 parasites), whereas GDP-locked GFP-Rab1A foci were only detected in 9% or 26% of PVs with either 8 or 16 parasites, respectively ([Fig. 1 E](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, the staining pattern of intra-PV GFP-Rab1A S25N was less bright and more diffuse than the pattern observed for WT or the GTP-locked mutant, which both had bright, clearly defined foci ([Fig. 1 C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). These results suggest that the GTP-bound form of Rab1A was preferentially internalized into the PV, indicating that Rab1A foci are mostly bona fide vesicles.

Host GFP-Rab vesicles are surrounded by a membrane within the PV {#s05}
----------------------------------------------------------------

To determine whether the GFP-Rab foci denote host vesicles encased within the PV, we used correlative light and electron microscopy (CLEM) and immunogold staining to examine the ultrastructure of intravacuolar Rab foci in greater detail.

For CLEM analysis, HeLa cells expressing GFP-Rab1A were infected with RFP-expressing *Toxoplasma* for 24 h and viewed by fluorescence microscopy to identify PVs containing GFP-Rab1A foci (Fig. S3). Then, the samples were processed for EM, and the same PVs were viewed for ultrastructural analysis. We selected GFP-Rab1A foci located near the inside edge of the PVM ([Fig. 2, A and B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), near the edge of a parasite ([Fig. 2 A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), and in the middle of the PV ([Fig. 2 B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). In each case, the GFP-Rab1A foci corresponded to a membrane-bound structure that was encased in another membrane ([Fig. 2, A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, B1, and B2, arrowheads). These structures were reminiscent of intra-PV host low-density lipoprotein (LDL)--containing endosomes that were also surrounded by a membrane, likely the PVM ([@bib20]; [Fig. 2 C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Morphology of intra-PV host vesicles.** (A and B) HeLa cells transiently transfected with GFP-Rab1A (green) were infected with RFP-RH for 24 h, stained with DAPI (blue), and processed for CLEM. An overlay of a fluorescent image with its corresponding EM image is shown for two different PVs. Magnified EM serial sections of the boxed regions are shown (A1 and A1′, B1 and B1′, and B2 and B2′; bars, 100 nm). Black arrow in B1 shows attachment point of the vesicles to the PVM. Structures corresponding to the GFP-Rab1A foci are indicated with green arrowheads. Bars, 500 nm. (C) Infected VERO cells were incubated with LDL adsorbed to gold particles for 20 h and processed for TEM. Intra-PV structures containing gold particles are indicated with black arrowheads. Bar, 100 nm. (D) Infected (24 h), GFP-Rab11A--expressing VERO cells were immunogold labeled with antibodies to GFP. Arrowheads indicate GFP-Rab11A vesicles. The diagram corresponds to the immuno-EM image with host GFP-Rab11A vesicles (blue), the PVM (brown), and the parasite's plasma membrane (PPM; black). Bar, 100 nm. (E) Distribution of intra-PV structures containing vesicles unlabeled or single or double labeled with gold particles. Bars, 50 nm. hc, host cell; P, parasite.](JCB_201701108_Fig2){#fig2}

For the GFP-Rab1A foci in the center of the PV ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} B2) and near the PVM ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} A1), we observed multiple double-membrane vesicles in close proximity, with the inner vesicles corresponding to the membrane of GFP-Rab1A foci. The GFP-Rab1A focus located near the parasite ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} A1), also corresponded to a vesicle encased in a membrane though the structure was smaller, appeared to contain a single vesicle and was found in a region of electron-dense material consisting of tubules and membrane-bounded structures, along the edge of the parasite's plasma membrane. The second GFP-Rab1A focus located near the PVM ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} B1) corresponded to a vesicle enclosed in a membrane (PPM), but the outer membrane surrounding the vesicle appeared to be connected to the PVM (arrow), suggesting that the GFP-Rab1A vesicles were internalized into the PV, surrounded by and pinching off from the PVM.

To confirm the morphological feature of the host intra-PV foci, we performed immuno-EM on infected VERO cells expressing GFP-Rab11A using antibodies against GFP. In the PV, we observed multiple membrane-bound structures surrounded by a continuous membrane that were reminiscent of our CLEM images ([Fig. 2 D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Gold particles, corresponding to GFP-Rab11A, associated with the membranes of the internal vesicles, suggesting that the host vesicles were encased by another membrane, likely the PVM ([Fig. 2 D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Quantification of the vesicle-containing structures present in the PV showed that 18% contained one gold particle, 10% two gold particles, and 72% no gold particles, presumably because these latter vesicles contained other Rab vesicles besides GFP-Rab11A ([Fig. 2 E](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

Intra-PV host vesicles concentrate in regions containing the IVN {#s06}
----------------------------------------------------------------

Our fluorescence microscopy analyses illustrate that host GFP-Rab foci were not uniformly dispersed throughout the vacuolar space but tended to concentrate in particular regions, such as in the middle of the PV or in patches near the PVM; this observation was particularly evident for abundantly internalized Rabs ([Fig. 3 A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). EM observations illustrate that the PV interior is a unique environment containing uncharacterized structures and filaments and is occupied by an IVN of membranous tubules ([@bib86]). The IVN contains lipids and dense granule proteins secreted by the parasite, including TgGRA2, TgGRA6, TgGRA4, TgGRA8, and TgGRA7. Interestingly, multiple GFP foci were observed in patches of TgGRA7 staining, either on the top or edge of the PV, and GFP foci often appeared as beads on a string when viewed in 3D ([Fig. 3 A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). To further assess whether host intra-PV GFP-Rab vesicles concentrate in regions with the IVN, we immunostained the IVN for other markers, and in each case, we observed a clustering of GFP foci in PV areas densely labeled for the IVN. For example, in single z-slices through the middle of a PV, GFP-Rab11A foci clustered in two distinct regions of the PV: in the middle and in a patch along the edge ([Fig. 3 B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and Fig. S4, A and B, arrows). These regions also contained TgGRA2, TgGRA4, TgGRA7, or TgGRA8. In some cases, we observed a row of GFP-Rab11A foci that amassed along a stretch of TgGRA protein staining ([Fig. 3, B and C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}; and Fig. S4 B).

![**Localization of host GFP-Rab11A vesicles relative to the IVN.** (A) HeLa cells expressing GFP-Rab11B (green) were infected with RFP-RH for 24 h and immunostained for TgGRA7 (blue). Orthogonal views of the four PVs are shown. An enlargement of the boxed region highlights foci accumulation on the IVN close to the PV periphery (left) or in the middle of the PV. The arrow indicates a row of aligned intravacuolar foci. Bars: (orthogonal views, top, left) 1.7 μm; (top, right) 1.6 μm; (bottom, left and right) 1.8 μm. (B and C) Infected (24 h) VERO cells expressing GFP-Rab11A (green) were immunostained for TgGRA7 (blue) and TgGRA2 (red, B) or TgGRA6 (red, C). Arrows pinpoint patches of IVN where GFP-Rab11A foci are concentrated. Bars: (B and C) 6 μm.](JCB_201701108_Fig3){#fig3}

We next investigated the association with the IVN in greater detail by EM. At the ultrastructural level, the IVN is composed of intertwined, thin tubules (60--90 nm in diameter; [@bib86]). Within newly invaded parasites, we observed unique compartments containing long tubules ([Fig. 4 A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, arrowheads) with a similar morphology to the IVN tubules ([Fig. 4 B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), likely representing the IVN before secretion by the parasite. Once secreted, the IVN often remains confined to some area of the PV (at the PV center, in patches between parasites, or at one edge of the PV; [Fig. 4 B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}; [@bib86]). Interestingly, double-membrane vesicles were observed trapped within the IVN ([Fig. 4 C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, circles) and were reminiscent of host Rab vesicles surrounded by a membrane, as illustrated in our CLEM images. The IVN seems to be a dynamic structure, as some of the IVN tubules appear appended to the PVM ([Fig. 4 D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, arrows; [@bib86]; [@bib26]), suggestive of their fusion with the PVM. Interestingly, upon incubation of infected cells with LDL complexed to gold particles to track host endocytic compartments inside the PV, we observed host LDL--containing vesicles, enclosed by a membrane, connected to tubules of the IVN ([Fig. 4, E--G](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, arrowheads), and even in the lumen of individual tubules of the IVN. Examining in serial sections the morphology of an IVN tubule connected to a large membrane-bound structure, we observed that the structure contained multiple individual vesicles, some of which contained LDL-gold particles ([Fig. 4 H](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Finally, many host LDL--containing vesicles were observed wrapped by the IVN tubules or at least in close proximity to them ([Fig. 4, I and J](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Jointly, these observations suggest that the IVN tubules connected to the PVM may function as conduits to deliver host organelles into the PV, assigning a potential role of the IVN for the uptake and sequestration of host material into the PV.

![**Localization of host LDL--containing endosomes and the IVN.** (A--D) TEM images of infected VERO cells. (A) Intracellular compartments containing membrane tubules likely of the IVN before secretion (arrowheads). Bars: 200 nm; (inset) 100 nm. (B) Intravacuolar distribution and morphology of the IVN tubules after secretion. Bar, 500 nm. (C) IVN at the center of a PV with membrane-bound structures containing vesicles likely originating from the host cell (white circles). Bar, 150 nm. (D) Connection of IVN tubules with the PVM (arrows). Bar, 200 nm. (E--J) TEM images of infected VERO cells incubated with LDL-gold for 24 h. (E--G) Detection of intra-PV host LDL-containing endocytic structures within a tubule of the IVN (arrowheads). Bars, 200 nm. (H--H′′) Shown are serial sections of an intra-PV, membrane-bound structure that is attached to an IVN tubule and contains several host LDL--containing vesicles (arrows). Bars, 150 nm. (I and J). Membrane-bound structures, unattached to IVN tubules, with host LDL vesicles (arrows) in regions enriched in the IVN. Bars, 200 nm. hc, host cell; P, parasite.](JCB_201701108_Fig4){#fig4}

The *Toxoplasma* IVN contributes to host vesicle internalization into the PV {#s07}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

We previously documented that the PV is wrapped by host microtubules that further poke into the PVM forming deep invaginations, which may serve as conduits to deliver host endolysosomes into the PV lumen ([@bib20]). To then examine the contribution of the IVN tubules appended to the PVM to host vesicle internalization into the PV, we monitored the presence of GFP-Rab11A in the PV of parasites with a defective IVN (e.g., *Δgra2Δgra6* or *Δgra2* parasites) or hyperdeveloped IVN (e.g., upon addition of excess oleic acid \[OA\] to the medium).

TgGRA2 and TgGRA6 are important for the tubulation and maintenance of the IVN, as deletion mutants lack structural IVN ([@bib55]); *Toxoplasma* lacking *gra2* have decreased infectivity in animals ([@bib54]; [@bib28]). To assess the role of TgGRA2 and TgGRA6 and, thus, the importance of a functional IVN in host vesicle internalization, we infected cells expressing GFP-Rab11A with *Δgra2Δgra6*, *Δgra2*, *Δgra2::GRA2*, and WT parasites to compare the number and properties of host intra-PV GFP-Rab11A foci ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). We did not detect internalized GFP-Rab11A foci in the *Δgra2Δgra6* or *Δgra2* mutants, but we detected multiple GFP-Rab11A foci inside the PV of the WT and complemented strains.

![**Role of TgGRA2 and TgGRA6 on the internalization of host GFP-Rab11A into the PV.** (A--D) VERO cells expressing GFP-Rab11A (green) were infected with RH, *Δgra2Δgra6*, *Δgra2*, and *Δgra2::GRA2* parasites for 24 h and then fixed and immunostained for TgNTPase (red) and TgGRA7 (blue). (A) Individual z-slices are shown with the boxed region magnified in the orthogonal views, highlighting the PV. Bars: 6 μm; (orthogonal views for RH and *Δgra2Δgra6*) 1.3 μm; (orthogonal views for *Δgra2* and *Δgra2::GRA2*) 1.4 μm. (B--G) The number (B), volume (C), distance from the PV centroid (D), and shape factor (E) of intravacuolar GFP-Rab11A foci with the shape factor (F) and volume (G) of PVs calculated for PVs containing 16 parasites. Mean values ± SD, *n* = 3 independent experiments. PVs measured: RH (23--25), *Δgra2Δgra6* (19--22), *Δgra2* (19--21), and *Δgra2::GRA2* (23--26). \*, P \< 0.03; \*\*, P \< 0.001; \*\*\*, P \< 0.0001.](JCB_201701108_Fig5){#fig5}

To quantify the internalization defect in mutant parasites defective in the IVN, we created a measurement protocol in Volocity imaging software to measure the number, volume, distance from the PV centroid, and shape factor of intra-PV GFP-Rab11A foci as well as PV shape factor and volume (Fig. S5). Using antibodies to TgGRA7 and TgNTPase, we delineated the PV circumference and identified GFP-Rab11A foci located within the footprint of the PV (Fig. S5). Both *Toxoplasma* mutants had approximately four times fewer intra-PV foci than either WT or *Δgra2::GRA2* parasites ([Fig. 5 B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, the foci were fivefold smaller in these mutants, and their distance from the PV centroid was greater, suggesting that the foci were further from the center and closer to the edge of the PV ([Fig. 5, C and D](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Both mutants had a slight but statistically significant difference in foci shape factor ([Fig. 5 E](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The shape of the *Δgra2Δgra6* PV was significantly different from WT and the complemented strain, and the volume of the *Δgra2Δgra6* PV was slightly smaller than the complemented strain ([Fig. 5, F and G](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The differences in PV shape factor and volume may reflect changes in PV morphology in the absence of the IVN.

To probe the internalization defects in greater detail, we performed EM studies on infected cells incubated with LDL-gold particles to track endocytic structures in the PV ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). We first examined the ultrastructure of the IVN in WT parasites compared with *Toxoplasma* lacking *gra2* and/or *gra6* or to parasites incubated with excess OA ([Fig. 6 A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). In *Δgra2* PVs, we predominantly detected loose whorls of membranes instead of thin tubules organized in a network, as observed in the PV of WT parasites or in the complemented strain (unpublished data). More dramatically, *Δgra2Δgra6* PVs contained solely granular material but no membrane profiles ([Fig. 6 A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}; [@bib55]; [@bib74]). In parasites exposed to excess OA, the structure of the IVN membranes remained unchanged, but the IVN greatly proliferated, occupying the entire vacuolar lumen. For *Δgra2* parasites, we observed host LDL--containing structures in close proximity to and surrounding the PV ([Fig. 6 B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, arrowheads) and sometimes abutting the PVM ([Fig. 6 B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, inset). Less than 20% of *Δgra2* PVs harbored host LDL--containing structures, whereas at least one was detected in the majority (∼90%) of WT PVs, 5% of which contained more than four structures ([Fig. 6 C and F](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Although host LDL--containing structures clustered around the PV of *Δgra2Δgra6* parasites ([Fig. 6 D](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, arrowheads), none were detected in the PV lumen ([Fig. 6 F](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Our EM analysis confirms that these mutants have a defect in host vesicle internalization. Though the IVN proliferated in OA-treated infected cells, we did not observe any change in the internalization of host LDL--containing endosomes; the majority of PVs contained at least one host LDL structure. Double-mutant parasites *(Δgra2Δgra6*) incubated with excess OA exhibited neither an IVN-like structure nor LDL-containing organelles in the PV ([Fig. 6 E](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, although the absence of the IVN results in impairment in host vesicle internalization into the PV of mutant parasites, the proliferation of the IVN does not lead to an increased number of host organelles sequestered into the PV.

![**Role of TgGRA2 and TgGRA6 on the internalization of host LDL-containing endosomes into the PV.** (A) TEM of PVs in HFF (24 h): RH, RH with exogenously added 0.2 mM OA, *Δgra2*, and *Δgra2Δgra6* parasites. Bars, 400 nm. (B and C) *Δgra2* infected VERO cells (24 h) incubated with LDL-gold complexes for 20 h. (B) *Δgra2* PV with host LDL--containing endosomes (arrowheads) along the edge of the PV in the host cytosol. Bars: 800 nm; (inset) 200 nm. (C) Example of a few *Δgra2* PVs with intra-PV host LDL--containing endosomes. Bars: 300 nm; (inset) 200 nm. (D) Δ*gra2*Δ*gra6*-infected VERO cells (24 h) incubated with LDL-gold for 20 h. Arrowheads indicate LDL-containing endosomes outside the PV. Bar, 800 nm. (E) *Δgra2Δgra6* infected VERO cells with exogenously added 0.2 mM OA. Bar, 800 nm. (F) The percentage of PVs with different abundances of intra-PV host LDL--containing endosomes.](JCB_201701108_Fig6){#fig6}

The PVM and IVN-localized protein TgGRA7 induces liposome tubulation and may be involved in the formation of host organelle--sequestering tubulostructures in the PV ([@bib20]). Δ*gra7* parasites exhibit minor growth delays ([@bib20]) but have an enlarged IVN. Because host GFP-Rab11A foci concentrate in TgGRA7-containing regions of the IVN, we assessed whether TgGRA7 is involved in GFP-Rab11A internalization. We infected cells expressing GFP-Rab11A with *Δgra7* and WT parasites to compare the number and properties of intra-PV host foci. No statistically significant differences were observed in the number, volume, or distance to the PV centroid of GFP-Rab11A foci in PVs of *Δgra7* and WT parasites with comparable vacuole size (Fig. S4, C--H).

A phospholipase localizes to the IVN membranes surrounding host Rab vesicles {#s08}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Among the dense granule proteins secreted by *Toxoplasma* into the PV is a lecithin:cholesterol acyltransferase, TgLCAT. TgLCAT catalyzes the release of fatty acids from phospholipid membranes, resulting in the production of lysophospholipids, which destabilize membranes ([@bib67]). LCAT-deficient *Toxoplasma* are impaired in their development in vitro and infectivity in animals, whereas parasites overexpressing TgLCAT are more infectious than WT ([@bib67]). The function and substrates of TgLCAT inside the PV, however, are still unknown. As a first step in analyzing the role of TgLCAT in the PV, we examined the distribution of TgLCAT in the PV by IFA using antibodies against various PV markers ([Fig. 7 A](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} and Fig. S4). As previously described, we detected TgLCAT in dense granules within the parasites and in patches in the vacuolar space. Within the PV, TgLCAT staining was concentrated in the center and along the interior edge of the PVM, but not on the PVM ([Fig. 7 A](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, arrows). TgLCAT colocalized with the IVN proteins TgGRA3, TgGRA4, TgGRA6, and TgGRA7 ([Fig. 5 A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} and Fig. S4, G and H). In fact, the MOC for TgGRA4 and TgGRA7 in relation to TgLCAT was 0.92 and 0.754, respectively. We confirmed the localization of TgLCAT on the IVN by immuno-EM ([Fig. 7, B and C](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). We observed both TgLCAT and TgGRA7 present on the tubules of the IVN ([Fig. 7 C](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, panel a, inset) and on the outer membrane of double-membrane vesicles ([Fig. 7 C](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, panel b). Neither TgLCAT nor TgGRA7 localized to the membranes of the inner vesicles, likely corresponding to host vesicles ([Fig. 7 C](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, panel b).

![**Localization of the *Toxoplasma* lipolytic lecithin/cholesterol acyltransferase (TgLCAT) to the IVN.** (A) Infected HFF cells (24 h) were immunostained for TgLCAT (green), TgGRA4 (red), and TgGRA7 (blue), and a positive product of the difference of the mean (PDM) image (yellow), PCC, and MOC were calculated. Arrows indicate TgLCAT colocalized with the IVN. Bars, 6 μm. (B and C) Immuno-EM of HFF cells infected with Δ*lcat*:LCAT-HA with anti-HA for 24 h showing TgLCAT on the IVN colocalized with TgGRA7 (a) and on double membrane structures (b). Arrowheads in b point to internal vesicles likely from the host cell surrounded by the PVM. Bars: 200 nm; (a, inset) 100 nm.](JCB_201701108_Fig7){#fig7}

Because TgLCAT activity can lead to the destabilization of membranes ([@bib67]), an intriguing hypothesis is that TgLCAT may degrade the limiting membrane of PV-localized host Rab vesicles, promoting the release of their cargo into the PV. To determine the localization of TgLCAT in relation to host Rab vesicles, we infected cells expressing GFP-Rab11A with TgLCAT-HA--tagged parasites and processed the samples for IFA ([Fig. 8 A](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). GFP-Rab11A foci were concentrated in the center of the PV, in a region enriched in TgLCAT and TgGRA7 and, by extension, the IVN. In the central patch, the TgLCAT staining had a honeycomb-like structure, whereas the TgGRA7 staining was more evenly distributed. Interestingly, the GFP-Rab11A foci localized primarily within and between the holes in the TgLCAT staining pattern ([Fig. 8 A](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). The GFP-Rab11A foci were also found in the middle of a cavity surrounded by TgGRA7 and, at times, colocalized with TgGRA7 ([Fig. 8 A](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}, circles), which may represent Rab11A foci on the PVM. To analyze the localization in finer detail, we inspected infected cells expressing GFP-Rab11A by immuno-EM. TgLCAT was distributed throughout membranous structures in the PV, both between parasites ([Fig. 8 B](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}) and near the parasite's basal end ([Fig. 8 C](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). TgLCAT localized along both tubular and rounded structures within the PV ([Fig. 8 B](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). GFP-Rab11A was observed on the membranes of vesicles within the PV, although it was found on fewer structures than TgLCAT ([Fig. 8 B](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). GFP-Rab11A predominantly localized to the inner membrane of the double membrane vesicles, whereas TgLCAT was often observed on membranes encircling the GFP-Rab11A containing vesicles ([Fig. 8 C](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Distribution of TgLCAT relative to intra-PV host GFP-Rab11A vesicles.** (A) GFP-Rab11A--expressing VERO cells (green) infected with *Δlcat::LCAT-HA* (24 h) were immunostained for HA (red) and TgGRA7 (blue). The yellow circle indicates an overlap of GFP-Rab11A and TgGRA7. Bars: 6 μm; (magnified views) 0.4 μm. (B and C) Double immuno-EM for GFP and HA of VERO cells expressing GFP-Rab11A and infected with *Δlcat::LCAT-HA* (24 h) showing codistribution. Bars, 100 nm. (D--G) GFP-Rab11A--expressing VERO cells infected with RH, *Δlcat*, and *Δlcat::LCAT-HA* parasites (24 h). The number (D), volume (E), and distance from the PV centroid (F) of intravacuolar GFP-Rab11A foci and the volume (G) of the PV were calculated. The data represent mean values ± SD, *n* = 6 independent experiments. Number of PVs measured: RH (24, 17, 8, 38, 38, and 35), *Δlcat* (14, 22, 10, 40, 41, and 31), and *Δlcat::LCAT-HA* (18, 16 7, 34, 33, and 38) \*, P \< 0.05; \*\*, P \< 0.01; \*\*\*, P \< 0.0002. (H) CHO cells transiently expressing GFP (cytosol GFP) or GFP-Rab11A (24 h) or VERO cells stably expressing GFP-Rab11A were infected with *Δcpl* parasites for 24 h. Parasites were mechanically liberated from host cells and viewed by fluorescence microscopy. Shown are overlay, fluorescence, and phase contrast images. The percentage of parasites positive for staining is shown along with the number of parasites viewed. Bars, 2 µm.](JCB_201701108_Fig8){#fig8}

Parasites overexpressing TgLCAT contain fewer Rab vesicles in the PV {#s09}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

To analyze the potential role of TgLCAT in processing host vesicles inside the PV via its phospholipase activity, we measured the number, volume, and distance to the PV centroid of intra-PV host GFP-Rab11A vesicles for parasites deleted for and overexpressing TgLCAT ([Fig. 8, D--G](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). Compared with parental parasites, *Δlcat::LCAT-HA* expresses approximately three times more TgLCAT protein ([@bib67]). The strain overexpressing TgLCAT had fewer intra-PV foci than either WT or *Δlcat* parasites ([Fig. 8 D](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). There was no statistically significant difference in the volume of the intra-PV Rab11A foci for any of the strains ([Fig. 8 E](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). However, the intra-PV foci of the strain overexpressing TgLCAT were closer to the PV centroid than for either WT or *Δlcat* ([Fig. 8 F](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). The PVs of *Δlcat::LCAT-HA* parasites were statistically smaller than those of the other strains ([Fig. 8 G](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, deleting TgLCAT had no effect on the abundance or localization of intra-PV host GFP-Rab11A vesicles whereas overexpressing TgLCAT led to fewer intra-PV foci that were closer to the PV centroid and smaller PVs. This suggests that increased activities of TgLCAT in the PV impact the fate of intravacuolar host Rab vesicles, possibly by promoting their degradation to liberate their content for the parasite.

GFP-Rab11A accumulates in a few *Δcpl* parasites {#s10}
------------------------------------------------

*Toxoplasma* can internalize host cytosol--derived GFP in a process requiring the cathepsin protease L that resides in VAC, a parasite endosomal compartment ([@bib62]; [@bib27]) To determine whether host Rab released from intra-PV foci could also be taken up by the parasite, we infected GFP-Rab11A-expressing CHO or VERO cells with *Δcpl* parasites to slow down potential degradation of GFP-Rab11A in VAC. In a small number of *Δcpl* parasites, we observed one large intraparasitic punctate fluorescent signal, suggesting that *Toxoplasma* also accesses host material originating from Rab vesicles ([Fig. 8 H](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}).

Δ*gra2*Δ*gra6* parasites display abnormal membrane properties {#s11}
-------------------------------------------------------------

Previously, we showed that expressing dominant negative host Rab14 and Rab43 resulted in a reduction in host-derived sphingolipids in the PV ([@bib72]), suggesting a role for host Rabs in delivering lipids to the parasite. Because Rab vesicles accumulate within the IVN, we addressed whether lipid scavenging is impacted by the absence of an IVN in *Δgra2Δgra6* PVs. Cells infected with mutant or WT parasites were incubated with BODIPY TR ceramide for 5 or 40 min ([Fig. 9, A and B](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). No difference in fluorescence intensity was observed between the two PV populations after a 5-min pulse of BODIPY TR ceramide. However, significant differences were noticed in the distribution of the fluorescent signal, with the majority of WT PVs exhibiting a stronger staining of the PVM and in large intra-PV patches, whereas most of the mutant displayed stronger signal at the plasma membrane and organelles ([Fig. 9 A](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). Both PVs displayed a strand-like fluorescent signal that often extended from the PVM into the PV ([Fig. 9 A](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}, arrows). After a 40-min pulse, both strains were similarly stained ([Fig. 9 B](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Distribution of host derived ceramides in the PV and parasites.** (A and B) HFF cells infected with RH or *Δgra2Δgra6* parasites (20 h) were incubated with BODIPY TR C5-ceramide for 5 min (A; bars, 3 µm) or 40 min (B; bars, 7 µm) and fixed and viewed by fluorescence microscopy. Individual z-slices are shown. For the 5-min treatment, PVs containing eight parasites were placed into categories based on their staining pattern as described in Materials and methods. Arrowheads in A show filamentous structures connecting the PVM with parasites. \*, P \< 0.005. (C) HeLa cells were infected with RH or *Δgra2Δgra6* parasites (20 h) and immunostained for TgGRA7 to detect PVM projections (PVMPs). Total intensity projections of z-stacks and percentage of the PV population with PVMPs (mean ± SD) are shown. \*, P \< 0.0001. Bars, 7 µm. (D) Hypothetical model of host vesicles internalized into the PV in WT (left cartoons) and Δ*gra2*Δ*gra6* parasites. H.O.S.T., host organelle--sequestering tubulostructures.](JCB_201701108_Fig9){#fig9}

Differences in the initial distribution of host sphingolipids in the *Δgra2Δgra6* PV was not the only membrane disparity observed. One unique property of the PVM is its ability to form projections (PVM projections \[PVMPs\]) decorated with parasite proteins (e.g., TgGRA3, TgGRA7, and TgGRA14) into the host cytosol, and some PVMPs interact with host organelles ([@bib29]; [@bib39]; [@bib73]; [@bib72]). By immunostaining the PVM with anti--GRA7 antibodies 20 h after tinfection, we observed a greater percentage of Δ*gra2*Δ*gra6* PVs displaying PVMPs often forming an intricate web-like pattern in the host cytoplasm ([Fig. 9 C](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, deleting TgGRA2 and TgGRA6 significantly alters parasite membrane properties.

Discussion {#s12}
==========

As master regulators of cellular homeostasis, Rab GTPases are often prime targets of intracellular pathogens that exploit the function of specific Rab proteins in a way that benefits their intracellular lifestyle. In this study, we used GFP-tagged Rab proteins as markers of different trafficking pathways to identify which pathways are targeted by *Toxoplasma* and as a means of identifying parasite proteins involved in host Rab vesicle internalization and processing in the PV. Our data demonstrate that the parasite diverts a broad range of host Rab vesicles, though with some selectivity, as host Rabs involved in anterograde, recycling, and endocytic pathways are preferentially targeted by *Toxoplasma*.

Interception of host Rab trafficking pathways by *Toxoplasma* may be involved in different aspects of the parasite's program of infectivity: dysregulation of host trafficking pathways, immune modulation, and/or nutrient scavenging ([Fig. 9 D](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). The fact that the Rab1 tethering factor p115 is not internalized into the PV along with Rab1 may suggest a dysregulation of ER--Golgi trafficking via interference with the interaction of Rab1 and its effectors, possibly by an as-yet-undiscovered parasite effector. Alternatively, the parasite may internalize a subpopulation of Rab1 membranes that do not contain p115. As a case in point, Rab1 and p115 display variable overlap in the pericentrosomal intermediate compartment, suggesting the presence of different subdomains ([@bib81]). As the centrosome is relocated to the PV during infection, the pericentrosomal intermediate compartment would be close to the PV and may represent a source of Rab1 membranes devoid of p115. The interception of host Rab1 vesicles, together with Golgi-derived Rabs, may also be the cause of host Golgi fragmentation into ministacks observed during a *Toxoplasma* infection ([@bib72]), as Rab1 dominant-negative mutants lead to Golgi fragmentation ([@bib102]). Interception of host Rab pathways may also affect immune modulation, as Rab22A is recruited to the PV for the control of MHC-I intracellular trafficking ([@bib12]). Lastly, the interception of host Rab pathways may be used by the parasite for nutrient scavenging. For example, *Toxoplasma* scavenges sphingolipids from host Golgi--derived Rab GTPases (Rab14, Rab30, and Rab43) into the PV, and expression of dominant-negative Rab14 and Rab43 results in a reduction of host-derived sphingolipids in the PV ([@bib72]).

Our model for the internalization and processing of host vesicles in the PV involves the following steps: (1) transport to the PV, internalization via tubules, and detachment from the PVM; (2) encircling by IVN tubules; and (3) enzymatic destabilization of membranes and uptake of cargo by the parasite ([Fig. 9 D](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}).

First, host vesicles are directionally transported to the PV along microtubules as host microtubules encase the PV, and treatment of infected cells with Taxol interrupts the trafficking of endolysosomes toward the PV ([@bib20]; [@bib98]), suggesting a manipulation of microtubule-mediated vesicle trafficking by the parasite. It is therefore conceivable that host Rab vesicles are also dispatched to the PV along microtubules. A recognition event of host Rab vesicles mediated by parasite proteins at the PVM potentially would the potentially occur, allowing discrimination between host membranes. The next step involves the penetration of host Rab vesicles into the PV via invaginations of the vacuolar membrane. We detected endocytic organelles (containing LDL absorbed onto gold particles) in two different tubular structures in the PV: (1) in tubules containing a host microtubule derived from the invaginations of the PVM mediated by host microtubules, and (2) in the tubules of the IVN ([@bib20]). Both structures are attached to the PVM, forming a conduit for the internalization of host material (e.g., proteins and small organelles). These two tubular structures are often seen on the same PV section, suggesting two paths developed by the parasite to divert host structures. Besides their different origin, the host microtubule--containing tubules are straighter and larger than the IVN tubules, which appear more convoluted. Interestingly, we also observed hybrid tubular structures that contain host microtubules and are connected to IVN tubules, suggesting dynamic fusion events. Next, the tubules containing host vesicles detach from the PVM and relocalize to regions populated with IVN tubules in the PV lumen. Both microtubule-containing and IVN tubules contain GRA proteins and are often covered by an electron-dense coat that constricts their diameter and resembles the dynamin coat at the neck of mammalian clathrin-coated pits ([@bib20]). If the protein coat is further involved in membrane scission, it could then induce the detachment of Rab vesicles from the PVM and entrap them in the PV lumen.

Second, the released membrane-bound compartment containing clusters of host vesicles are densely wrapped by many IVN tubules decorated with resident proteins. We also observed a similar phenomenon with host lipid droplets internalized into the PV ([@bib61]).

Third, membranes surrounding the clusters of host vesicles are destabilized by the actions of an IVN localized phospholipase, TgLCAT. Host Rab vesicles are encircled by TgLCAT-containing tubules, and fewer host Rab foci are observed in the PV of a TgLCAT-overexpressor strain, suggesting increased lipolytic activities toward host Rab vesicles and dispersion of host vesicles in the PV lumen. The concept of the IVN serving as a platform for the degradation of host structures mediated by TgLCAT is further supported by our recent data showing that TgLCAT-deficient parasites contain fewer lipids originating from host lipid droplets than WT parasites ([@bib61]). Material liberated from the host vesicles may become available for the parasite. *Toxoplasma* is able to take up host cytosolic proteins (e.g., GFP) that transverse the PV and digest them in a cathepsin L--dependent manner inside a parasite acidified organelle named VAC; in *Δcpl* mutants, GFP is detected in the VAC compartment ([@bib28]). When mammalian cells expressing GFP-Rab11A were infected with *Δcpl* parasites, we detected a GFP-positive punctate compartment in a small percentage of parasites, suggesting that the parasite may be able to internalize host proteins liberated from intra-PV vesicles.

Lastly, the Δ*gra2*Δ*gra6* mutant that is defective in IVN tubules ([@bib55]) shows a reduction in the internalization of host vesicles into the PV. Despite ∼75% fewer Rab vesicles trapped in the PV, Δ*gra2*Δ*gra6 Toxoplasma* can salvage host ceramides and has no obvious replication delay in cultured cells, although the absence of TgGRA2 partially attenuates the virulence of *Toxoplasma* during the acute phase of infection ([@bib54]). If the diversion of Rab vesicles is related to nutrient acquisition, this suggests that the limited number of intra-PV Rab vesicles may provide sufficient lipids for the mutant parasites. Alternatively, the mutant may have developed compensatory mechanisms to acquire nutrients, such as the recruitment of the host ceramide transfer protein CERT for ceramide uptake, as established for *Chlamydia trachomatis* ([@bib25]). As additional pathways, we observed "strands" of BODIPY TR ceramide staining that appeared to connect to the PVM in the PVs of WT and mutant parasites. If these structures transit host sphingolipids into the PV, the mutant may rely solely on this pathway, which may explain the differential distribution of host sphingolipids between WT and mutant PVs. In addition, Δ*gra2*Δ*gra6 Toxoplasma* forms an enlarged network of PVMPs. Our previous study illustrates that some PVMPs form physical contact with host organelles ([@bib72]). Thus, the Δ*gra2*Δ*gra6 Toxoplasma* may use PVMPs to advantageously sort and attract nutrient-filled organelles to the PV, mirroring the IVN function inside the PV of WT parasites.

Materials and methods {#s13}
=====================

Reagents, antibodies, and plasmids {#s14}
----------------------------------

All reagents were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich, unless otherwise stated. BODIPY TR C5-ceramide complexed to BSA was obtained from Thermo Fisher Scientific. The following primary antibodies were used in this study: rat monoclonal and rabbit polyclonal anti-GRA7 ([@bib20]) and mouse monoclonal anti-GRA2, rabbit polyclonal anti-GRA4, rabbit polyclonal anti-GRA6, and mouse monoclonal anti-GRA8 (provided by J.-F. Dubremetz, Université of Montpellier, Montpellier, France). Commercial antibodies include rabbit monoclonal anti-Rab11 (D4F5; Cell Signaling Technologies), rabbit anti-GFP polyclonal antibodies (A6455; Thermo Fisher Scientific), mouse monoclonal anti-HA.11 (16B12; BioLegend), mouse monoclonal anti--lysobisphosphatidic acid (6C4; Echelon Biosciences Inc.), and mouse monoclonal anti-LIMP/LAMP3/CD63 (H5C6; Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank; [@bib105]; [@bib4]). Secondary antibodies used were: goat anti-rat, anti-rabbit, and anti-mouse conjugated to Alexa Fluor 488, 594, or 350 (Thermo Fisher Scientific). OA--BSA complexes were prepared as described previously ([@bib61]) by dissolving sodium oleate in water at a concentration of 100 mM, followed by vortexing for 3 min with 5% fatty acid--free BSA to reach a final concentration of 10 mM OA--BSA complexes. LDLs adsorbed to 15-nm gold particles were prepared as described previously ([@bib19]). The plasmids used in this study include pmaxGFP (Lonza), GFP-Rab1A, GFP-Rab1A Q70L, GFP-Rab1A S25N, GFP-Rab5A, GFP-Rab7A, and GFP-p115 plasmids provided by C. Roy (Yale University School of Medicine, New Haven, CT; [@bib41]; [@bib42]); GFP-Rab2A, GFP-Rab14, GFP-Rab24, GFP-Rab30, and GFP-Rab43 plasmids provided by J. Presley (McGill University, Montreal, Canada; [@bib22]); GFP-Rab4A, GFP-Rab6A, GFP-Rab10, GFP-Rab11A, and GFP-Rab11B plasmids provided by M. Scidmore (Cornell University College of Veterinary Medicine, Ithaca, NY; [@bib76]); GFP-Rab9A plasmid provided by S. Pfeffer (Stanford University, Stanford, CA; [@bib6]); and GFP-HRas, GFP-NRas, GFP-KRas4A, and GFP-KRas4B provided by M. Philips (New York University School of Medicine, New York, NY).

Cell culture and transfection {#s15}
-----------------------------

VERO cells, HeLa cells, CHO cells, and human foreskin fibroblasts (HFF) were purchased from the American Type Culture Collection. All cells were maintained at 37°C in a 5% CO~2~ atmosphere and grown in either Alpha MEM (with Earle's salts without ribonucleosides, deoxyribonucleosides, and glutamine) or DMEM (with 4.5 g/l glucose and sodium pyruvate without [l]{.smallcaps}-glutamine; Corning Cellgro). Unless otherwise stated, media was supplemented with 10% (vol/vol) FBS, 2 mM [l-]{.smallcaps}glutamine (Corning Cellgro), and 100 U/ml penicillin plus 100 mg/ml streptomycin (Quality Biological). HeLa cells were transiently transfected using 2 µg plasmid DNA and the Amaxa Nucleofector solution R according to the manufacturer's instructions using program I-013 (Lonza) or with 0.25 µg plasmid DNA and JetPrime reagent according to the manufacturer's instructions (Polyplus-transfection SA). To engineer a stable cell line expressing GFP-Rab11A, the GFP-Rab11A plasmid was linearized with *Apa*L1 and transfected into VERO cells using 2 µg of linearized plasmid, the Amaxa Nucleofector solution R, and program V-01, according to the manufacturer's instructions. Stable clones were selected with 800 µg/ml G418 sulfate (Corning Cellgro) in Alpha MEM with 20 mM Hepes and cloned in serial dilutions in 96-well plates.

Parasite strains and infection conditions {#s16}
-----------------------------------------

The tachyzoite RH strain (type I lineage) of *Toxoplasma* was used in this study. The RH strain stably expressing RFP was generously provided by F. Dzierszinski (McGill University, Montreal, Canada; [@bib30]), RH deleted for *gra2* (*Δgra2*) and the corresponding complemented strain (*Δgra2::GRA2*) were provided by V. Carruthers (University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI; [@bib54], [@bib55]; [@bib28]), RH deleted for both *gra2* and *gra6* (*Δgra2Δgra6*) was generously provided by M.-F. Cesbron-Delauw (Université Grenoble Alpes, Grenoble, France; [@bib55]). The RH strain deleted for *cpl* (*Δcpl*) was generously provided by V. Carruthers ([@bib47]). The RH strain deleted for *lcat (Δlcat)* and its complement with *LCAT-HA* (*Δlcat::LCAT-HA*) and the RH strain deleted for *gra7 (Δgra7*) were described previously ([@bib20]; [@bib67]). The tachyzoite Nc-Liv isolate of *N. caninum* was used in this study ([@bib5]). All parasites were propagated in vitro by serial passage in monolayers of HFF ([@bib75]). Unless otherwise stated, HeLa cells, VERO cells and VERO cells stably expressing GFP-Rab11a were grown to ∼65% confluence and HFF to confluence before infection with *Toxoplasma* parasites for 30 min at 37°C and 5% CO~2~, washed with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) to remove extracellular parasites, and incubated at 37° and 5% CO~2~ at the indicated times. To track host endocytic organelles, LDL complexed to colloidal gold was added exogenously to infected cells. First, VERO cells were grown in Alpha MEM medium and incubated at 37°C in 5% CO~2~ for 24--48 h. Second, the medium was replaced with Alpha MEM supplemented with 10% (vol/vol) delipidated FBS (Cocalico Biologicals) and the cells were incubated at 37°C in 5% CO~2~ for 20 h. Third, the cells were infected with *Toxoplasma* parasites (RH, *Δgra2*, or *Δgra2Δgra6*) for 3.5 h in Alpha MEM and incubated at 37°C in 5% CO~2~. Fourth, cells were washed with PBS to remove extracellular parasites, which was confirmed by light microscopy. Last, infected cells were incubated with LDL-gold particles with or without 0.2 mM OA in Alpha MEM for 18 h and processed for EM.

Cell labeling {#s17}
-------------

Infected cells were incubated in serum-free medium containing 5 µM BODIPY TR C5-ceramide conjugated to BSA for 5 or 40 min, washed with PBS and fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (Electron Microscopy Sciences) for 15 min, washed with PBS, rinsed with water and mounted on slides using ProLong Diamond antifade mounting solution (Thermo Fisher Scientific).

For the GFP-Rab11A parasite acquisition assay, CHO cells transiently transfected for 24 h with maxGFP or GFP-Rab11A or VERO cells stably expressing GFP-Rab11A were infected with RH*Δcpl* parasites for 24 h. Parasites were mechanically liberated from host cells by syringe lysis and filter (3 µm) purified. Parasites were pelleted, washed with cold PBS, and fixed with 4% formaldehyde (Polysciences) and 0.02% glutaraldehyde (EMS) for 15 min. Fixed parasites were washed with PBS and mounted with ProLong Diamond mounting solution on 0.01% polylysine--coated slides.

For immunolabeling, cells were fixed in PBS with 0.02% glutaraldehyde (EM grade; EMS) and either 4% formaldehyde (Polysciences, Inc.) or 4% paraformaldehyde (Electron Microscopy Sciences) for 15 min and permeabilized with 0.3% Triton X-100 in PBS for 5 min. Cells were incubated in blocking buffer (3% BSA, Fraction V; Thermo Fisher Scientific; in PBS) for 1 h followed by incubation in primary antibody diluted in blocking buffer for 1 h to overnight. Cells were washed three times with PBS for 5 min each and then incubated in secondary antibody diluted in blocking buffer for 1 h and washed three times with PBS for 5 min each. In some cases, cells were incubated in a 1:1,000 dilution of 1 mg/ml DAPI (Roche Diagnostics) in PBS for 5 min followed by three washes with PBS. Coverslips were rinsed with water and mounted on slides with ProLong antifade mounting solution (Alexa secondary antibodies) or ProLong Diamond antifade mounting solution (GFP or RFP).

Fluorescence microscopy {#s18}
-----------------------

Fixed samples were viewed with either a Nikon Eclipse 90i fluorescence microscope equipped with an oil-immersion Nikon plan Apo 100×/NA 1.4 objective, a Nikon plan Fluor 20×/NA 0.5 objective, or a Nikon plan Fluor 40×/NA 0.75 objective and a Hamamatsu GRCA-ER camera (Hamamatsu Photonics) or a Zeiss AxioImager M2 fluorescence microscope equipped with an oil-immersion Zeiss plan Apo 100×/NA 1.4 objective and a Hamamatsu ORCA-R2 camera. Optical z-sections with 0.2 µm spacing were acquired using Volocity 6.3.1 software acquisition module (Perkin Elmer).

Image analysis {#s19}
--------------

Images were deconvolved with an iterative restoration algorithm using calculated point spread functions and a confidence limit of 100% and an iteration limit of 30--35 using the Volocity restoration module (Perkin Elmer). Volocity software was used to adjust brightness and contrast and crop images. Images were adjusted for brightness and contrast and resized using Adobe Photoshop (Adobe). Figures were compiled in InkScape 0.91 or Adobe Illustrator 10.

To calculate the percentage of the PV population with internalized GFP-Rab foci, we viewed 3D reconstructed volumes of the optical z-slices and counted as positive any image that had at least one GFP focus inside the boundary of the TgGRA7 staining, which delineates the PVM.

To characterize the intra-PV GFP-Rab11A foci, we used fluorescence microscopy and the quantitation module of Volocity. First, using a Zeiss AxioImager M2 microscope, we acquired optical z-sections of infected cells with PVs containing 16 parasites to normalize the data for PV size and, hence, the developmental phase of the parasite. Then, we deconvolved the images and created a measurement protocol in Volocity, which measured objects in the 3D reconstructed volumes of the optical z-slices (Fig. S5). To identify the PV, we used two PV resident proteins with different localizations: soluble TgNTPase in the PV lumen and membrane-associated TgGRA7 in both the PVM and IVN. In the measurement protocol, the PV was pinpointed using the fluorescence intensity of TgGRA7 and TgNTPase; the thresholds of the intensity values were set manually by using the outer TgGRA7 PVM staining as the boundary of the PV. Next, the GFP-Rab11A foci were identified by fluorescence intensity (thresholds set manually such that the GFP-Rab11A puncta in the host cell were clearly delineated), and the GFP-Rab11A foci located within the boundary of the PV were highlighted. The measurement protocol consisted of the following steps: (1) find objects using fluorescence intensity with a minimum object size of 20 µm^3^ for the TgGRA7 and TgNTPase channels; (2) combine the objects from the two channels and close with six iterations to create the item "PV"; (3) find objects using percent intensity for the GFP-Rab11A channel with a minimum object size of 0.1 µm^3^, separate touching objects with an object size guide of 0.01 µm^3^, and remove noise from objects with the fine filter; (4) find the intra-PV GFP-Rab11A foci by the "compartmentalize" function by "dividing items in GFP-Rab11A between items in the PV where sub-populations are inside"; and (5) measure the number of intra-PV GFP-Rab11A foci; the volume, shape factor, and distance to the PV centroid of the foci; and the volume and shape factor of the PV. The measurements were exported to Microsoft Excel, and means and SDs were calculated. The results were reported as percentage of the values calculated for RH parasites, the reference controls.

The level of colocalization was measured using Volocity. Fluorescent intensity thresholds were set by measuring, using an ROI, the fluorescence intensity of each channel in a region of the cell without staining for either signal (background). To compare the level of colocalization, PCCs and MOCs were calculated along with a positive product of the difference of the means channel, which was generated by calculating the product of the difference from the mean for each voxel.

To calculate the percent of the PV population with a PVM projection (PVMP), we viewed 3D reconstructed volumes of the optical z-slices and counted as positive any image where projections of the PVM, identified by immunostaining for TgGRA7, were observed extending into the host cell cytosol.

To calculate the percentage of the PV population with specific BODIPY TR C5-ceramide staining patterns, we categorized PVs according to the following characteristics: PVM, PV (patches, strand), PPM, and parasite organelle staining. The criteria for PVM staining are (1) the majority of the PVM is stained (100--80%), (2) staining of the PVM in large patches (80--10%), and (3) small patches or no discernible staining (10--0%). Two categories were identified for staining within the PV: (1) a concentration of staining within the PV in a patch-like structure, often near the edge of the PV (patches); and (2) a strand-like structure of staining connecting to the PVM, often observed connecting to PPM. The criteria for staining of the PPM are: (1) bright staining of the entire PPM of the majority of parasites (++), (2) less staining of the PPM (+), and (3) little to no discernible staining of the PPM (−). Staining of parasite organelles was categorized in a manner similar to PPM: (1) bright staining inside the parasites where the organelles are clearly identifiable (++), (2) some staining evident inside the parasite but the organelles are not clearly identifiable (+), and (3) no staining evident inside the parasites (−).

Transmission EM {#s20}
---------------

For ultrastructural observations of *Toxoplasma-*infected cells by thin-section transmission EM, infected cells were fixed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 mM sodium cacodylate (EMS) and processed as described previously ([@bib18]). Ultrathin sections of infected cells were stained before examination with a Philips CM120 EM under 80 kV. For immuno-EM of GFP-Rab11A, TgLCAT, and TgGRA7, *Toxoplasma*-infected cells were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (Electron Microscopy Sciences) in 0.25 M Hepes, pH 7.4, for 1 h at room temperature, then in 8% paraformaldehyde in the same buffer overnight at 4°C. They were infiltrated, frozen, and sectioned as previously described ([@bib68]). The sections were immunolabeled with antibodies against GFP (1:10), TgLCAT (1:20), or TgGRA7 (1:100) diluted in PBS/1% fish skin gelatin, and then with secondary IgG antibodies coupled to various protein A--gold particle sizes (Department of Cell Biology, Medical School, Utrecht University, Utrecht, Netherlands).

CLEM {#s21}
----

Thin carbon film grid patterns were imprinted onto 10-mm glass coverslips using a superimposed transmission EM (TEM) index grid during carbon evaporation. Coverslips were rinsed with 70% ethanol, treated with 0.1% poly-[l]{.smallcaps}-lysine for 30 min at room temperature, washed twice with PBS, and incubated overnight in a laminar flow hood under UV light. HeLa cells transiently expressing GFP-Rab1A were seeded to a well of a six-well plate and grown overnight in Alpha MEM medium. The cells were infected with *Toxoplasma* expressing RFP at a multiplicity of infection of 5 for 1 h at 37°C, washed four times with PBS, detached with trypsin, resuspended in Alpha MEM medium, and counted with a hemocytometer. Each polylysine-treated, gridded coverslip was seeded with 25,000 cells in Alpha MEM medium and incubated at 37°C for 29 h. Samples were washed twice with PBS, fixed with 4% EM-grade formaldehyde and 0.01% EM-grade glutaraldehyde (both from EMS) in PBS for 15 min, washed twice with PBS, incubated with 1 µg/ml DAPI for 5 min, washed twice with PBS, washed once with 0.2M carbonate-bicarbonate buffer, pH 9.1, and mounted with 50% glycerol containing DABCO (1,4-diazabiccyclo \[2,2,2\]-octane). Samples were viewed with a Nikon plan Fluor 20×/NA 0.5 objective (to determine the placement of specific cells within the grid) and a Nikon plan Fluor 40×/NA 0.75 objective (to image specific cells by acquiring optical z-sections; Nikon 90i microscope). After light microscopy imaging, cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde, 2% glutaraldehyde, and 2 mM CaCl~2~ in Pipes buffer overnight, quenched with 50 mM glycine in Pipes buffer for 15 min, washed with Pipes buffer, and poststained sequentially with reduced osmium (1% osmium tetroxide containing 0.25% potassium ferrocyanide), 1% tannic acid, and 1% uranyl acetate (30 min each with water and washing in-between staining steps). After staining, cells on coverslips were dehydrated with serial graded ethanol from 30% to 100% at 10 min each and then infiltrated and embedded in Spurr's resin (EMS). Individual *Toxoplasma*-infected cells imaged by light microscopy before embedding were located via grid number. Serial ultrathin sections at ∼70 nm were collected using an ultramicrotome (UC6; Leica Microsystems). EM images of each serial section were taken using a Tecnai T12 transmission electron microscope (FEI) at 80 KeV and imaged using AMT digital camera. Image analysis and processing were done using Photoshop and Fiji.

Statistical analysis {#s22}
--------------------

Numerical data are presented as means ± SD or in box plots using Kaleidagraph software (version 4.1.3; Synergy Software). Whiskers of the box plots represent the upper and lower values excluding outliers, outliers are marked as open circles, and the line inside the box is the median value. To compare samples to the control, we used either a student *t* test or one-way ANOVA with a Tukey's honest significant difference post-hoc test using Kaleidagraph software.

Online supplemental material {#s23}
----------------------------

Fig. S1 shows the internalization into the *Toxoplasma* PV of host Rab GTPases involved in the endocytosis, recycling, retrograde, exocytosis, and autophagosomal pathways. Fig. S2 shows the PV internalization of endogenous multivesicular body markers and the lack of internalization of Ras and a Rab1 effector. Fig. S3 shows the correlation of light and EM images of infected HeLa cells expressing GFP-Rab1A. Fig. S4 shows the concentration of host GFP-Rab11A foci with the IVN-associated proteins TgGRA4 and TgGRA8, the localization of TgLCAT to the IVN, and the lack of a role of TgGRA7 in host GFP-Rab11A PV internalization. Fig. S5 details the measurement protocol used to measure the characteristics of intra-PV host GFP-Rab11A foci.

Supplementary Material
======================
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